CRM Worklist- Secondary Methods
Doesn’t Work: A Workaround

Applies to:
CRM 6.0 and CRM 7.0. For more information, visit the Customer Relationship Management homepage.

Summary
When you define a secondary method, within a step of workflow definition, its expected that the code that is
mentioned under ‘Secondary Methods before’ gets called synchronously before the corresponding Work-item
gets executed, similarly the code that is mentioned under ‘Secondary Methods After’ gets called after the
corresponding work-item gets executed and the code mentioned under the ‘Secondary method (amodal
Call)’ gets called during the execution of corresponding work-item asynchronously. These custom pieces of
coding don’t get called if the work-items were processed from the CRM work-list anymore. However these
pieces of code would still be called if SAP Business Workplace were used to process work-items. This
documents aims at ensuring that concept of secondary methods would still be invoked from the CRM worklist. However it must be noted that the measures suggested here would just be considered as workaround
instead of concrete solution.
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Summary
When defining a step within the workflow definition, it’s possible for the workflow developer to include
secondary methods within this step. This inclusion is done in the below mentioned tab:

When you execute the work-item from the CRM UI Work-list, then the secondary methods are ignored as the
architecture and the User interface changed from GUI (SAP Business Workplace) to CRM WEBUI (Worklist). The idea now is to enable the execution of such custom piece of code even from the UI Work-list.
Detailed Description
The approach to solve this problem differs in type of the step we are dealing with. Ideally for background
steps, the concept of secondary method should still hold good as for background steps. However for Dialog
steps, a different approach needs to be examined.
When you execute a Dialog step from the CRM work-list, depending on the type of dialog work-item ,
whether its Decision Work-item or whether its Executable work-item, the component\view which needs to be
enhanced is different.
 For Executable Dialog Work-item, the idea lies in enhancing Component GSWIDET/DetVS and also
enhance Event handler EH_ONBTN_EXECUTE_CLICK.
Here we must follow the below mentioned steps:
Reference: CL_GSWIDET_DETVS_IMPL-> EH_ONBTN_EXECUTE_CLICK
1) Read the Task attributes of the current work-item.
Data Declaration:
* Structures, Tables
DATA: ls_wi_attributes
TYPE crmt_ct_inbox_wf_root_attrib,
* References
DATA: lrf_current_wi
TYPE REF TO cl_crm_bol_entity,
lrf_current_wi ?= me->typed_context->wfidetail->collection_wrapper->get_current( ).
CHECK lrf_current_wi IS BOUND.
* Get Workitem Attributes for Navigation
lrf_current_wi->get_properties( IMPORTING es_attributes = ls_wi_attributes ).
Variable ls_wi_attributes-WI_RH_TASK will have the task-id.
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2) Depending on the Task-id, you can then perform the custom coding before and after Code Block
mentioned below. Reference
-------------here---------------- <Secondary Methods before Custom Code >------------here-----------------< Invoke your BOR method here >
‘op_wi_execute( iv_data_collection = lrf_nav_descrpt_coll )’.
-------------here---------------- <Secondary Methods after Custom Code >------------here-------------------< Invoke your BOR method here >



For Decision Dialog Work-item, the idea lies in enhancing Component GSWIDET/btnDec and also
enhance Event handler EH_ONBTN_DECISION.

Here we must follow the below mentioned steps:
Reference: CL_GSWIDET_BTNDEC_IMPL -> EH_ONBTN_DECISION
1) Read the Task attributes of the current work-item.
Data Declaration:
* Structures, Tables
DATA: ls_wi_attributes
TYPE crmt_ct_inbox_wf_root_attrib,
* References
DATA: lref_wfi
TYPE REF TO cl_crm_bol_entity,
lref_wfi ?= me->typed_context->wfidet->collection_wrapper->get_current( ).
CHECK lref_wfi IS BOUND.
* Get Workitem Attributes for checking the task id
lref_wfi->get_properties( IMPORTING es_attributes = ls_wi_attributes ).
Variable ls_wi_attributes-WI_RH_TASK will have the task-id.

2) Depending on the Task-id, you can then perform the custom coding before & after Code Block
mentioned below.
-------------here---------------- <Secondary Methods before Custom Code >------------here-------------------< Invoke your BOR method here >
TRY.
*
Execute Decision
lref_wfi->execute(
iv_method_name = if_crm_wf_gc=>c_wi_meth_decision
it_param
= lt_method_param ).
CATCH cx_crm_genil_model_error.
*
Shouldn't happen...
RETURN.
CATCH cx_crm_bol_meth_exec_failed.
*
Coludn't execute Workitem
RETURN.
ENDTRY.
-------------here---------------- <Secondary Methods after Custom Code >------------here-------------------< Invoke your BOR method here >
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Please note that this is still a workaround and not the concrete solution in itself. This would work well
even if you don’t maintain the secondary method under the concerned step as shown below:

This needs to be done on the case by case basis and is not a generic solution to the problem.
However it goes to show that by making some UI enhancements, it’s still possible to realize
secondary methods (before and after). Secondary methods (amodal call), I guess couldn’t be practically
realized from the CRM work-list.
The whole idea can be utilized for eg if you want to may be give a UI pop-up which is only possible via UI
enhancements and not possible with the BOR object method coding. However it must also be noted the
custom piece of code should not call up any GUI screen which might result into system dumps.
Possibility of a generic solution:
I guess we can also have a generic solution to this problem provided by can utilize API like
‘SWD_GRAPH_IN_SEQUENCE_CONVERT’ (for getting all the steps within the workflow templates) and
then using another API ‘SWD_GET_STEP_PROPERTIES’ (for reading the Secondary BOR methods
mentioned in the step within an workflow definition although I haven’t myself tried this yet.
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For more information, visit the Customer Relationship Management homepage.
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